Intrinsically disordered proteins fail to adopt a stable three-dimensional structure under physiological conditions. It is now understood that many disordered proteins are not dysfunctional, but instead engage in numerous cellular processes, including signaling and regulation. Disorder characterization from amino acid sequence relies on computational disorder prediction algorithms. While numerous large-scale investigations of disorder have been performed using these algorithms, and have offered valuable insight regarding the prevalence of protein disorder in many organisms, critical proteome-based descriptive statistical guidelines that would enable the objective assessment of intrinsic disorder in a protein of interest remain to be established. Here we present a quantitative characterization of numerous disorder features using a rigorous non-parametric statistical approach, providing expected values and percentile cutoffs for each feature in ten eukaryotic proteomes. Our estimates utilize multiple ab initio disorder prediction algorithms grounded on physicochemical principles. Furthermore, we present novel threshold values, specific to both the prediction algorithms and the proteomes, defining the longest primary sequence length in which the significance of a continuous disordered region can be evaluated on the basis of length alone. The guidelines presented here are intended to improve 1 the interpretation of disorder content and continuous disorder predictions from the proteomic point of view.
Introduction
Once translated, many nascent unfolded polypeptides fold into a highly ordered conformation. However, within the last two decades it has been become increasingly apparent that not all proteins fold into a stable globular structure [1] [2] [3] . Rather, many proteins and/or protein regions are thought exhibit intrinsic disorder. Intrinsically disordered proteins or protein regions are those that lack a stable three-dimensional structure under physiological conditions, but instead, exist in a natively unfolded state. From a physicochemical standpoint, disordered regions are often characterized by low complexity and the absence of secondary structure, and often consist of residues with low hydrophobicity and high polarity and charge [4] . Disorder has emerged as a prevalent and important feature in the proteomes of many prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Regarding the latter, it has been estimated that 15-45% of eukaryotic proteins contain "significant" long disordered regions, commonly defined as a disordered stretch of 30 or more amino acids in length [5] .
While writing off intrinsically disordered proteins as lacking function would be easy due to the absence of a well-defined tertiary structure, a growing body of evidence supports intrinsically disordered proteins playing important functional roles in various signaling and regulatory processes [4, 6, 7] , including apoptosis [8, 9] , and cell cycle regulation [10] .
Interestingly, disorder may also serve as a recognizable feature. Ube2W, a unique ubiquitinconjugating enzyme (E2) that mono-ubiquitinates the amino-terminus of target substrates, was recently found to specifically recognize substrates with disordered N-termini in vitro [11] .
Additional support has been established in vivo in a Ube2W knockout mouse model, where both full-length and N-terminal disorder were found to be more prevalent in a subset of testicular proteins exhibiting a 1.5X expression increase in the knock-out compared to wild-type [12] .
Some proteins involved in protein misfolding diseases are now understood as being intrinsically disordered as well, including the Amyloid-β peptide in Alzheimer's disease and α-synuclein in Parkinson's disease [13] .
While analyzing the role of disorder within a single protein or a small set of related proteins is important for understanding the contributions of disorder to protein structure (or the lack of structure) and function, studies must be carried out at the proteomic level to establish critical reference points for disorder characterization. Indeed, proteomic investigations of disorder have been performed and have offered valuable insight into the prevalence of disorder in many organisms [14] [15] [16] . However, these studies have not provided guidelines in the form of explicit descriptive statistics, specific to both proteomes and disorder prediction tools, for identifying anomalous disorder features with respect to whole proteomic populations. Without these guidelines in hand, it remains very difficult to understand whether or not a given disorder measure is significant with respect to the population. Guidelines of this nature would be analogous to clinical guidelines used to identify and evaluate whether an individual is overweight or obese based on the body mass index distribution in the population [17] [18] [19] . For example, if a protein of interest is found to contain a disordered region that is 25 amino acids in length, is this significant? And how does the context of the primary sequence length influence the evaluation of significance? Before these questions can be answered objectively, a rigorous descriptive statistical analysis of disorder content and continuous disorder must be conducted at the proteome level.
Motivated by these considerations, we analyzed disorder in the proteomes of ten eukaryotic model organisms using a non-parametric descriptive statistical approach. Disorder was estimated using two reputable disorder prediction algorithms, IUPred and DisEMBL, which have a physicochemical basis. While larger-scale disorder studies have been performed, limiting our study to a manageable number of common eukaryotes allowed us to ascertain the quality of the protein sequence pool, quantitatively and qualitatively inspect the accuracy of our statistical methodology, and present objective guidelines for disorder classification in an explicit fashion.
This work provides one of the most systematic non-parametric efforts toward standardizing disorder content and continuous length disorder that has been described in the literature.
Materials and Methods

Proteomes and protein sequences
Primary sequences for all proteins included in our analysis were obtained from UniProt reference proteome files [20] . The ability to visualize data distributions in our study is extremely important for testing and presenting the validity of our nonparametric statistical approach, thereby limiting our study to the proteomes of ten model eukaryotes. Specifically, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Dictyostelium discoideum, Chlamydonmonas reinhardtii, Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans, Arabidopsis thaliana, Danio rerio, Mus musculus, Homo sapiens, and Zea mays proteomes were included in our investigation (proteome presentation order was decided by final protein population size, which is described in detail in Section 2.2.).
In an effort to obtain the most accurate results possible, only proteins with completely defined primary sequences were considered eligible for our analysis. Proteins with undetermined/unknown, ambiguous, and/or unique amino acids (B, J, O, U, X, Z) were excluded on the basis that the handling of these residues varies greatly among disorder prediction algorithms. A summary of the eligible and ineligible protein populations is displayed in Table 1 .
For a complete list of UniProt accession numbers for all eligible and ineligible proteins, please refer to Supplemental Table 1.
Sequence redundancy and uncertainty reduction
While the aforementioned eligibility screening procedure filtered out sequences that are incompatible for disorder prediction, redundant sequences and sequences that are uncertain to exist still remained in the eligible sequence population for each proteome. In order to minimize redundancy and uncertainty within the population of eligible sequences we conducted the following two-step procedure. First, UniRef100 reference cluster information was obtained via the UniProt identification mapping service (accessed programmatically on January 6, 2016) and was used to remove redundant sequences from each proteome [20, 21] . The resulting proteome populations were comprised of (i) UniProt accession numbers of eligible proteins that correspond to the unique set of UniRef100 records found to map directly to the reference proteome file, and (ii) UniProt accession numbers of eligible proteins that were found to map to a UniRef100 record that was not contained within the specific reference proteome file. Second, proteins with a UniProt protein existence qualifier of five were subsequently removed, as the existence of these proteins is uncertain [20] . The final population sizes have been displayed for each proteome in Table 2 (the population size of each proteome was used to determine presentation order, with Zea mays representing the largest population in our study following the reduction procedure).
The UniProt accession numbers comprising the final population have been included in Supplemental Table 2 along with the UniProt accession numbers of proteins that have been excluded on the basis of existence uncertainty.
Disorder prediction and analysis
Residue-specific disorder scores were obtained using the IUPred long [22, 23] and DisEMBL [24] ab initio disorder prediction algorithms. IUPred predicts disorder by estimating the capacity of a protein to form stabilizing interresidue contacts [22, 23] . DisEMBL predicts disorder using three prediction methods based on artificial neural networks -Coils (DisEMBL-C), Hotloops (DisEMBL-H), and Rem465 (DisEMBL-R). DisEMBL-C uses secondary structure prediction to assign residues as belonging to coils if the residues do not fall in α-helix, 3 10 -helix, or β-strand secondary structures [24] . Furthermore, DisEMBL-H predicts disorder by analyzing the subset of DisEMBL-C predictions that have high α-carbon temperature factors, whereas DisEMBL-R has been trained on missing X-ray crystallography coordinates in the Protein Data Bank [24] . Due to DisEMBL-C predictions being an overestimate of disorder (as described by [24] ), only results from the DisEMBL-H and DisEMBL-R methods were analyzed for DisEMBL (however, DisEMBL-C probability densities have been included in Supplemental Fig. 1, 3 , and 4). Each residue was classified as either "ordered" or "disordered" using algorithm-specific default threshold values [22] [23] [24] . Disorder was characterized in each proteome by assessing the disorder content and continuous disorder (CD) distributions. Percent disorder was calculated as the percentage of disordered residues in a protein divided by the protein length, multiplied by one hundred. A CD segment was defined as any stretch of two or more consecutive amino acids having disorder scores above the algorithm-specific threshold value. The minimum length of a CD segment of two amino acids is purely theoretical and we acknowledge that a CD segment of this length might not be structurally important. However, this theoretical minimum was utilized in order to include all possible lengths of predicted CD segments and avoid imposing a subjective minimum length that, if inaccurate, could lead to the exclusion of valid short CD segments from our statistical analysis.
Statistical methods
Due to the lack of normality in many of the distributions examined (Supplemental Fig.   1, 3 , and 4), we utilized a non-parametric statistical approach. Kernel density estimation (KDE) with renormalization was used to approximate the probability density function (PDF); the PDF approximation is based on the method of Jones [25] . For distributions of percentages, the PDF was approximated on the bounded domain of zero to one hundred, inclusive. For non-percentage data, a bounded domain defined by the minimum and maximum values was used to approximate the PDF.
To determine the expected value (E(x)), the PDF (f(x)) was integrated via Eq. 1 ('lb' and 'ub' represent the lower and upper bound, respectively):
The interquartile range (bounded by the 25 
Computational analysis
All internal noncommercial software created for use in our investigation was written in Python 2.7.10. Results were stored in a SQLite3 database. The database is available upon request.
Results
Disorder content varies approximately from ~14-39% depending on predictor, with the majority of the examined proteomes having expected values below 30%.
In order to obtain an overall summary of disorder, we first assessed the distribution of disorder percentages in each proteome. To accomplish this, disorder scores were obtained for all residues using each of the aforementioned disorder prediction algorithms. Percent disorder was calculated as described in the Materials and Methods. Kernel density estimation was used to approximate the probability density function, which was then integrated using Eq. 1 to obtain the expected value.
The disorder content distribution is positively skewed in each of the ten eukaryotes analyzed. Expected values were found to range between ~17-27%, ~30-39%, and ~14-22% for IUPred, DisEMBL-H, and DisEMBL-R, respectively ( Fig. 1) . Whereas the human disorder content distribution exhibited the greatest dispersion for DisEMBL predictions (Fig. 1B, C) , the IUPred distributions did not follow this trend, as the greatest spread was found in the Drosophila melanogaster proteome (Fig. 1A) . Nevertheless, the IUPred and DisEMBL-R predictions were consistent with the 20.5% average disorder percentage recently reported by an investigation of disorder in 110 eukaryotes using IUPred and Espritz [16] , as well as an earlier proteomic study conducted using DISOPRED2 that found disorder content to vary from ~16-22% in five eukaryotes [14] . DisEMBL-H predictions were found to be much higher overall, but still in agreement with the 35-45% range reported by [15] , which utilized the PONDR VSL2B predictor.
Probability densities are displayed in Supplemental Fig. 1 . Explicit statistical values have been displayed in Supplemental Table 3 .
The majority of the studied eukaryotes contain a least one continuous disorder domain.
By definition, a CD region must contain a minimum of two consecutive disordered amino acids. With a length of two amino acids representing the theoretical minimum length of a CD region, completely ordered proteins (0% disorder) and proteins with disorder composition consisting entirely of isolated disordered amino acids must be excluded from our CD analysis.
For all eukaryotic proteomes analyzed here, over 70% contain at least one CD stretch as determined by any of the individual prediction methods (Table 3) . Moreover, disorder percentages within the CD-containing protein populations were nearly identical to those of the entire populations for DisEMBL-H and DisEMBL-R predictions (compare Supplemental Fig.   2A to Fig. 1 ), whereas differences were observed for IUPred-predicted disorder with disorder content found to be greater in the CD-containing population (Supplemental Fig. 2A, B ). This result can be explained by the fact that IUPred predicted a greater amount of isolated disordered amino acids than did DisEMBL, causing the size of the total and CD-containing protein populations to be substantially different for IUPred and identical for DisEMBL (Table 3) .
Nevertheless, provided over two thirds of each proteome exhibited continuous disorder, we reasoned that all of the eukaryotes included in our investigation contained a population of eligible (CD-containing) proteins large enough to determine representative expected values for various CD features.
For many of the eukaryotes examined, a CD region greater than 30 amino acids is expected, and the length of significantly long disordered stretches varies substantially between predictors.
Isolated disordered amino acids and continuous clusters of disordered residues constitute the two most basic disorder arrangements. While isolated disordered residues may influence the structure of some proteins, longer continuously disordered segments provide better indicators of protein regions that are more strongly influenced by disorder. In previous studies, CD prevalence has often been assessed by estimating the percentage of a proteome containing a CD stretch greater than or equal to 30 amino acids in length [9, 14-16, 26, 27] . However, to our knowledge rigorously determined expected values and detailed ranges have not been reported numerically.
Here, we assessed the distribution of the longest CD region (CD L ) in each proteome. melanogaster, DisEMBL -H), and 40 amino acids (D. melanogaster, DisEMBL -R) (Fig. 2) .
Interestingly, the dispersion of the IUPred distributions was far greater than those of DisEMBL-H and DisEMBL-R. Lengths of 39 amino acids (A. thaliana) and 117 amino acids (D.
melanogaster) were found to be the minimum and maximum IQR size for CD L distributions predicted by IUPred ( Fig. 2A) , whereas the respective minimum-maximum IQR sizes for 
In CD-containing proteins, the longest disordered region accounts for 6-18% of a protein's total length.
While the results presented in Fig. 2 sapiens) for IUPred, DisEMBL -H, and DisEMBL -R, respectively (Fig. 3) . The organisms defining the boundaries of the aforementioned LCPL expected value ranges also exhibited the least (H. sapiens, IUPred; D. melanogaster, DisEMBL -H; S. cerevisiae, DisEMBL-R) and most (H. sapiens, all predictors) dispersion within the central 50% of the population (Fig. 3) .
Furthermore, we found the 95 th percentile for LCPL to vary dramatically between predictors, as it ranged from ~17% (S. cerevisiae, DisEMBL-R) to ~76% (H. sapiens, IUPred) (Fig. 3) . Table 5 .
The reliability of significance thresholds for CD length varies between predictors in a protein length-dependent fashion.
While the length of an intrinsically disordered region offers little insight into the purpose, function, or importance of that intrinsically disordered region, it has nevertheless become common practice to examine CD region length when using computational methods to identify, and/or assess the prevalence of, significantly long intrinsically disordered regions. When assessing the prevalence of significantly long CD regions, the percentage of CD segments greater than or equal to a fixed length is often examined, with 30 amino acids representing the commonly used value [9, 14-16, 26, 27] . However, when deeming a CD region as significant on the basis of length alone, utilizing a fixed threshold length becomes less reliable as the primary sequence length increases. For instance, although intrinsically disordered region length has not been found to specifically determine function in intrinsically disordered proteins, many would be more willing to accept that a CD region of 40 amino acids contributes more to the overall character of a protein that is 200 amino acids long compared to the same length segment in a protein with a primary sequence length of 2,000 amino acids, as this region accounts for a greater percentage of the length in the former protein and is arguably more likely to hold greater influence over structure (or lack-of-structure) overall. This consideration leads us to arrive at the following question. When is a protein too long to evaluate the significance of a CD region on the basis of its length alone?
To answer this question, we determined the protein length at which the CD L region expected value (Fig. 2) begins to fall below the 25 th percentile cutoff for the LCPL (Fig. 3) (the concept of this threshold protein length is depicted in Fig. 4A) . These values were obtained by solving Eq. 2 for the protein length:
In Eq. 2, LCPL* is the LCPL 25 th percentile value, CD L E(X) is the expected value determined for the longest CD region, and PL is the primary sequence length. (Fig. 4B) . In all cases, PLT values were found to be substantially longer for IUPred compared to DisEMBL (Fig. 4B) . For DisEMBL methods, the CD L E(X) predicted by DisEMBL-R was found to be more tolerant of longer primary sequences than the DisEMBL-H algorithm (Fig. 4B) . While the percentage of proteomes (specifically, the CD-containing population of each proteome) consisting of proteins with a primary sequence length greater than the predictor-specific PLT was low for IUPred (primarily due to higher CD L E(X)), it was substantially greater for DisEMBL predictions, as it exceeded 10-15% in many cases (Fig. 4C) .
Thus, this result suggests that while the deficiency inherent to the CD L metric may be of little concern when using IUPred, greater attention must be given to protein length when assessing CD significance using DisEMBL.
LCPL is stricter than CD L when gauging the significance of continuous disordered regions in long proteins.
We subsequently compared the effect of two different length thresholds (the commonly used 30 amino acids value and the CD L 75 th percentile values (Fig. 2) ), as well as the LCPL 75 th percentile values (Fig. 3) , in identifying proteins with a CD region of significant length.
Specifically, this analysis was performed in the subpopulation of CD containing proteins with a primary sequence length greater than or equal to the prediction algorithm-specific threshold primary sequence length determined for each proteome (Fig. 4B) .
Between the two length thresholds, a smaller percentage of each subpopulation was predicted to contain a significantly long disordered segment when using the LCPL 75 th percentile determined in this study (Fig. 5A, C) , although this was more variable with DisEMBL-R due to the more conservative nature of its CD predictions (Fig. 5E) . Nevertheless, a substantial fraction of each subpopulation was still found to contain the feature of interest (Fig. 5A, C, E) , supporting the Fig. 4 assertion that conferring significance to a CD region on the basis of raw length alone is inappropriate for proteins with a residue count exceeding the algorithm-specific PLT. We subsequently explored the effect of classification using the LCPL metric as guidance.
From Fig. 5B, D , and F, a substantial decrease in the percentage of proteins exhibiting a significant CD L segment is observed when using the LCPL for classification. In all cases, less than 15% of the PLT-exceeding subpopulation can be considered as having a significantly long CD region, whereas the same was found for less than 10% of the DisEMBL subpopulations (Fig.   5B, D, F) . Taken together, these results exemplify the point that the LCPL is an excellent metric to guide scientists evaluating significantly long disordered regions in proteins having lengths exceeding the predictor-specific threshold values determined in Fig. 4 .
Example usage of the presented guidelines.
To illustrate how these guidelines might be utilized, we will briefly assess disorder using DisEMBL -H in three different proteins taken from the Homo sapiens proteome: α-synuclein (UniProt AC: P37840), MARCH7 (UniProt AC: Q9H992), and the Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit α isoform 1 (UniProt AC: P61619). α-synuclein is an intrinsically disordered presynaptic neuronal protein [28] . Using our guidelines, α-synuclein is indeed classified as highly disordered with its disorder content in the 89 th percentile (Fig. 6 A, D) . Furthermore, even though the CD L of 28 amino acids in α-synuclein is not significant with respect to the rest of the proteome (Fig. 6 B, D) , this region does account for a significant fraction of the protein (Fig. 6   C, D) , which could serve to hint that this region has a substantial influence over the lack of structure observed in this protein. Next we analyze MARCH7, an E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase with a primary sequence length of 704 amino acids, which exceeds the DisEMBL -H PLT of 536 amino acids determined for the Homo sapiens proteome ( Table 4) . The disorder content and CD L of MARCH7 were respectively found to be in the 85 th and 93 rd percentiles ( Fig. 6 A, B, D) , although the CD L was not found to account for a substantial fraction of MARCH7 (Fig. 6 C, D) , making it difficult to interpret the importance of this region overall. Lastly, Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit α isoform 1 is a 476 amino acid long protein, known to be a highly conserved component of the endoplasmic reticulum translocon complex that serves as the high traffic [29] gateway into the ER [30] [31] [32] . Employing our guidelines, Protein transport protein Sec61 subunit α isoform 1 is predicted by DisEMBL -H to be ordered, with percent disorder and LCPL below the 25 th percentile value (Fig. 6 A, C, D) , and its CD L in the 40 th percentile (Fig. 6   B, D) .
Discussion
We presented a thorough analysis of intrinsic disorder predicted by two reputable algorithms based on physicochemical principles. Our analysis utilized a non-parametric statistical approach to estimate predictor-specific objective guidelines for determining whether the disorder content or length of a CD region is significant with respect to the rest of the proteomic population. A summary of our guidelines is displayed in Table 4 . The complete statistical assessment for percent disorder, CD L , and LCPL can be found in Supplemental Tables   3-5 .
Expected values and ranges were found to vary between the different disorder prediction methods. DisEMBL-R, an artificial neural network trained on missing electron density assignments in the Protein Data Bank, consistently predicted fewer disordered residues than did IUPred or DisEMBL-H (Fig. 1) . Overall, the disorder content ranges for IUPred and DisEMBL-R were in agreement with a range of ~16-22% [14] and an average of 20.5% [16] reported by two proteomic investigations of intrinsic disorder, whereas DisEMBL-H disorder content predictions were found to be substantially higher, but still consistent with results from a third proteomic disorder investigation [15] (Fig. 1) . Moreover, although DisEMBL-H predicted more disorder than DisEMBL-R, it does so with greater accuracy given its lower false positive rate [24] , as disorder only represents one potential cause for missing coordinates in the X-ray crystallography data used to train DisEMBL-R. Regarding the IUPred predictions, it is important to understand that the low 25 th percentile values observed in the IUPred disorder content distributions (Fig. 1A) prevents the use of its 25 th percentile as a mark above which proteins begin to lack significant order. Regardless, the 25 To provide insight into the organization of disordered residues, the distributions of the longest CD region (CD L ) and the percentage of residues accounted for by the longest continuous disordered region (LCPL) were examined. Due to the restraints imposed by the minimum theoretical value of a CD region (2 amino acids), we limited all CD analyses to the CDcontaining population of each proteome (Table 3) , resulting in the exclusion of completely ordered proteins, as well as proteins exhibiting disorder exclusively in the form of isolated amino acids. While this may lead to inflation of the disorder features with respect to the whole proteome population, a large fraction of each proteome (≥70% in all cases) was found to exhibit CD, as predicted by each algorithm ( Table 3 ). Therefore we believe that our sample protein populations are representative, and dismiss any inflation resulting from the enforcement of the eligibility criterion to be minimal. Additionally, we acknowledge that the CD L metric does not account for various features contributing to the overall disorder content of a protein, such as isolated disordered amino acids and/or shorter CD segments that may exist in areas nearby the CD L region or other CD regions. Regardless, CD L provides an indication of the most organized disordered segment in a protein, and when examined at the population level, it offers valuable insight into the largest disordered segment one should expect in a given protein. IUPred predictions provided the greatest expected values with the most dispersion ( Fig. 2A) when examining CD L regions; this trend was also found in the LCPL distributions (Fig. 3A) .
When deeming CD regions significant on the basis of length alone, it has become common practice to make this evaluation with respect to a universal fixed length. Numerous studies utilizing various disorder prediction algorithms have most commonly used a threshold value of 30 consecutive disordered residues to define a 'long disordered region' [9, 14-16, 26, 27] . For DisEMBL-R, this value appears to be a reasonable cutoff for significance, as none of the One major concern of the CD L guidance metric is that its power diminishes with increasing primary sequence length. To provide a means for identifying when a protein is too long for compatibility with this metric, we estimated protein length threshold values (referred to as a "PLT"), specific to each disorder prediction algorithm, and for all ten eukaryotes analyzed (Fig. 4) . The prevalence of this issue was dramatically lower for IUPred predictions, given less than 5% of every proteome had a length greater than the predictor-specific PLT; whereas the issue was much more pronounced for DisEMBL predictions as over 10% of most proteomes were found to exceed the PLT length (Fig. 4C) . When determining a conspicuous CD region in a protein exceeding these aforementioned threshold protein lengths, it is recommended that the LCPL metric be used in place of a length threshold, as we have shown the LCPL to be far more selective in general (Fig. 5) .
Finally, we demonstrated the value of our guidelines in assessing disorder in three different proteins (Fig. 6) . From the simple example presented, it can be observed that our guidelines, which are disorder prediction algorithm-specific and proteome-specific, provide a valuable tool for interpreting the significance of the output of the disorder prediction methods considered here.
Conclusions
The guidelines presented here are intended to facilitate biochemical and biophysical scientists in making simple objective disorder classifications in a protein of interest belonging to one of the ten eukaryotic proteomes included in our analysis (in addition to the Table 3 summary, explicit descriptive statistics have been included in Supplemental Tables 3-5) .
Specifically, these guidelines are to be used with the IUPred and DisEMBL algorithms, and we further intend our analysis to inspire the creation of similar guidelines for alternative disorder prediction algorithms, as it is very difficult to assess the significance of disorder predictions without guidelines of this nature. We acknowledge that our analysis is descriptive; it aims to place disorder predictions into the context of the proteome and facilitate the identification of disorder anomalies when conducting an analysis of disorder in a protein of interest.
Not only can the guidelines reported here be used to evaluate the significance of disordered properties in an individual protein, but these guidelines can also greatly facilitate exploratory computational screens that seek to identify proteins with significant disordered features for further experimental investigation. Furthermore, although our study was limited to a small number of prediction tools, the general analytical approach is amenable to any disorder prediction algorithm with computational performance suitable for whole proteome analysis.
Thus, a bigger picture goal of this work is that it will inspire similar analyses to be performed prior to the release of new disorder prediction algorithms, as well as for other existing algorithms, in order to facilitate the interpretation of disorder predictions. With a universal disorder prediction tool currently absent, together with the variation in disorder predictions observed between different algorithms and between different proteomes, the meaningful interpretation of disorder predictions relies heavily on guidelines like the ones presented in this work. Proteins with undetermined, ambiguous, and/or rare amino acid residues were excluded from our analysis. Initial total, included, and excluded protein sequence counts are displayed for each organism, as well as the percentages of the initial total that have been included and excluded. 54,133 1 54,132 UniRef100 cluster information was used to reduce redundancy in the set of eligible protein pools (the population size following the redundancy reduction procedure is presented in the column titled "RR"). The final sequence populations were then obtained by excluding proteins with a UniProt protein existence classification of five. Numerical values are summarized in Table 4 . Note that the minimum length CD segment is 2 amino acids, however, zero has been set as the minimum of the y-axis to preserve regularity for interpretation. Table 4 . 
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